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                     A Spanish Proposal. 

             A bridge between cultures  

 

From 20th of January till 31th of March 2018, BYT, Bedford Young Theatre will present a touring bill of three 

one-act dramas. Taking place in two apartment blocks, the first  two stories are in English and feature  the 

same cast and are played back-to-back, separated by a short  interval. The storie in the second apartment 

block is in Spanish and it is very visual. 

 

             

                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

  DARWIN 

  STEVENSON 

    STOKER 

 

DELIBES 

 

       An adaptation by Maria Graciani 

     Where does the dark side of the human being come from? 

In collaboration with the Spanish Company 

“La Casa del Monstruo” 
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 THE FIRST PART OF “THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOON” is a collaboration of Bedford Young Theatre, with the 

Spanish company  "Hijos de Mary Shelley" (Children of Mary Shelley), founded by contemporary Spanish 

authors like Espido Freire, Fernando Marias, Sanchez Sinistierra and Vanessa Monfort. 

www.hijosdemaryshelley.com 

The monster is different from his fellow men. The monster, on knowing that he is different, feels alone. The monster, living 

in his involuntary solitude, becomes unpredictable. 

THE SECOND PART OF “THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOON” 

                    
Maria Graciani gives a twist to the work of Delibes to answer the question posed by Vanessa and Ana. With  ironical black 

humour, the protagonist of "Five hours with Mario" talks to herself while she cooks a paella that the audience can sample at 

the end of the performance. (Cooking on the stage using a hotplate) 

 

 

 

 

 

Bedford Young Theatre presents an evening of Spanish Theatre. 

In the first part of the performance a thematic line is created which links the two Spanish authors and three British 

authors of the nineteenth century. Vanessa Monfort and Ana Graciani revisit the works of Charles Darwin, Louis 

Stevenson and Bram Stoker from a feminine viewpoint, looking for an answer. In the second part, María Graciani 

follows the same line that leads to the Spanish author Delibes, uniting the three parts of the work in a single question: 

Where does the dark side of the human being come from? 

Bedford Young Theatre is a recently-formed English company, founded by Maria Graciani and Tomás Lozano 

using the professional experience of its directors. 

BYT was created with a clear objective which makes it different from other English theatre companies. BYT exports 

theatrical works by English authors to countries where English not spoken. These works are adapted for foreign 

students in very simple and educational versions, while not   diminishing the quality of the stage production. In the 

same way, within the UK, BYT also produces and distributes English versions of professional theatrical works by Spanish 

authors so that they can be performed around the UK. 

BYT will maintain the tradition of our previous productions which have always mixed different theatrical and 

cinematographic arts. 

Our experience of more than 20 years of producing shows allows us to start this new project with the certainty that it 

will have the desired international impact, due to the scarcity of current offerings of this type. 

Ballet Madrid was one of the most important projects launched by the company, taking 7 of its productions around the 

world. 

BYT is our latest challenge and we bring to it the passion that we have always put into our projects. BYT is already a 

reality with the first production that has travelled to Spain. "A Midsummer Night's Dream." 
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